Course Curriculum – The above curriculum as noted is per pilot. Pilot monitoring simulator time will be included should the pilot train as a crew or if paired with another client.

CE750 Type Rated Pilots – FlightSafety has designed a 2-day Citation X+ Indoctrination Course strongly recommended for pilots who possess a CE750 type rating, have experience in the CE750, and are transitioning to the CE750+. This course is conducted the two days prior to the start of the standard Citation X+ Recurrent or Prior Experience Course. Pilots attending Recurrent or Prior Experience Courses who have already attended the Citation X+ Indoctrination Course are not required to attend the Indoctrination Course again, but are welcome to attend for an additional charge. If you have specific questions regarding the Indoctrination Course, please contact the Learning Center directly.

Prior Experience Course – This course is designed for pilots who are seeking the addition of an ATP. These pilots must have completed an FAA approved course which led to a type rating prior to enrollment. In addition, this course is also for those pilots who have been flying the aircraft as SIC and now want to obtain a type rating. These pilots must have completed an FAA approved pilot initial course and meet the type rating prerequisites. All Prior Experience Courses are scheduled on request.

Type Rating Prerequisites – As a minimum, pilot must possess a multi engine and instrument rating with 1000 hours total time to obtain the CE750+ Crew Type Rating.

ATP Prerequisites – FlightSafety is able to administer Airline Transport Certificate (ATP) Checks during the Pilot Initial and Prior Experience Course. To qualify, pilots must meet the requirements of 14CFR Part 61.155 through 61.159.

Maintenance Training – Maintenance Training is also available for this aircraft

Course Dates - For course dates, please visit our website at www.flightsafety.com or contact the Learning Center listed below.